














1 NOT GIVEN 
There is no mention of most people objecting to the radio station, only that it competed for a licence 
with a Christian group. 
 
2 FALSE 
The text states that today, 98.9 FM is more mainstream radio than a fringe community station. 
 
3 NOT GIVEN 
There is no mention of Aboriginals struggling to succeed in country music, only that some are famous. 
 
4 FALSE 
The text states that country music is popular for many indigenous people who grew up in the outback or 
in desert reserves. 
 
5 FALSE 
The text states the station broadcasts five-minute news bulletins which are produced by the Brisbane-
based National Indigenous News Service (NINS). 
 
6 TRUE 
The text states Bayles broadcasts a live talk programme, which is also distributed nationally by NINS. 
 
7 TRUE 
The text states an audience survey revealed radio plays a very important role in providing the link for 
remote indigenous communities with the outside community. 
 
8 TRUE 
The text states indigenous radio is the voice of the [indigenous] people . 
 
9 (mainstream) media Australia's indigenous people have been locked out of the mainstream media for 
a long time. 

10 handouts 
... they have been stereotyped as uneducated 'no-hope' people living on government handouts. 
 
11 articulate 
... a new breed of indigenous people, well-educated and articulate, like Bayles ... 
 
12 rapid growth 
While Bayles is happy with this rapid growth of aboriginal media in Australia .. . 
 
13 professional (enough) 
.. . he is concerned that most of it is not professional enough. 

 

 

 

  



1 expressions of discomfort 
.. . infant vocalisations are mainly expressions of discomfort such as crying ... 
 
2 in isolation 
Initially comfort sounds are brief and produced in isolation. but later appear in series. 
3 tract closures 
.. :vocal play; manipulating pitch ... , loudness ... and also manipulating tract· closures . .. 
 
4 recognisable words 
For the most part, recognisable words are used in a context that seems to involve naming ... 
 
5 combinations 
During the second year, word combinations begin to appear. 
 
6 grammatical elements 
At about the age of two, children first begin to use grammatical elements. 
 
7 sentences 
Over a year to a year and a half, sentences get longer ...  
 
8 NOTGIVEN 
There is no information about the differences between boys and girls. 
 
9 TRUE 
The text states that most infants can give evidence of understanding some words at the age of four to 
nine months, of which some would be four months old. 
 
10 TRUE 
The text states that infants begin making 'comfort sounds', typically in response to pleasurable 
interaction with a caregiver. 
 
11 FALSE 
The text states that no other animal does anything like [canonical] babbling. 
 
12 TRUE 
The text states that infants will also produce them [vocal play and babbling] when they are alone. 
 
13 NOT GIVEN 
There is no mention of students with higher intelligence making fewer mistakes with under- and over-
extensions. 
 
 
  



1. v 

2. x 

3. xi 

4. ix 

5. vi 

6. vii 

7. ii 

8. viii 

9. practice 

10. casing 

11. similarity 

12. addition 

13. money 

14. Vulcanisation 
 

15. Price Soared 
 

16. Ceylon and Malaysia  
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